
GRACE Education Curriculum
Intro – Mystery Person

Teachers Grades 4-12
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Science

                                                                                                                                                                        

Mystery Person
Background Information:  Many scientists have contributed to the information needed to

launch satellites such as GRACE.  By learning from the discoveries of the past, scientists

have gone on to make even greater discoveries.  For this reason, students study history and

science in school.  This information can be used to make even greater contributions for the

future.

Objectives: Students will identify names of famous people by looking at the clues

given.

Standards: Science: science as inquiry

Social Studies: historical comprehension; chronological thinking

Vocabulary: scientist scientific discovery

Materials: Who Is That Mystery Person Worksheet

Photo ID’s

Scissors

Directions to the Teacher:

Divide the class into 11 groups.  Each student group will research a scientist from the

attached photo list.  After completion of the research, each group will create a poster and a

5 minute oral report to the class about the scientist.

1. Pass out the Who Is That Mystery Person? worksheet.

2. Students discover the identities of each explorer or scientist listed.  Select the

appropriate clues for grade level.  For elementary students, use all of the clues; for

upper grades eliminate the scrambled names.

3. Complete word scramble, if appropriate.

4. Students will cut out photo identification pictures of each scientist or inventor and

paste them next to the scientist or inventor’s description on the worksheet.



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

Extensions:

Students use the internet or library to discover more about scientists and inventors.

Develop a timeline of dates that reflects when each scientist lived.  List the scientific

discoveries that occurred during this timeline.

Identify the most important discovery for each scientist and tell why it is important.

Work math problems from the “Fall Into Mathematics” curriculum, found at

http://spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov/Instructional.Materials/Curriculum.Support/Mathematics/Fall

.Into.Mathematics/.index.html

References / Resources:

http://galileo.imss.firenze.it/museo/b/egalilg.html

http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/biography/Copernicus.html

http://sirius.phy.hr/~dpaar/fizicari/xkepler.html

http://encarta.msn.com/find/Concise.asp?ti=04279000

http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/biography/Goddard.html

http://www.firstscience.com/site/articles/wheels.asp

http://encarta.msn.com/find/Concise.asp?ti=029B7000

http://www.csr.utexas.edu/info/staff/tapley.html



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

WHO IS THAT MYSTERY PERSON?

There are nine mystery explorers or scientists described below.   Use the clues to

figure out who is who.

1) Use the clues provided to learn about the person’s life

2) Unscramble the person’s name to learn his identify

3) Find the person’s picture, cut it out and paste it into the photo ID section.

# LIFE CLUES SCRAMBLED
NAME

PHOTO ID

1. • I lived from 1564 to 1642.

• Spent most of my life in Pisa, Italy.

• In 1609 I used mathematics and

technical skills to improve upon the

spyglass to build a telescope.

• I was sentenced to life imprisonment

in 1633, because of my belief in a

heliocentric, sun-centered universe.

• I used an inclined plane to study

gravity.

• I discovered that all mass, regardless

of weight, fall at the same rate.

aegillo

aegiill

paste picture here

2. • I lived from 1642 to 1727 in England.

• My father was a farmer and lord of a

minor manor.

• I was the Chair of Mathematics at

Cambridge.

• I wrote laws about motion.

• I was the Warden of the Mint for

England and was knighted for

seriating the edges of coins.

• The snack food that bears my name

has nothing to do with me.

irs

aacis

ennotw

paste picture here



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

# CLUES SCRAMBLED
NAME

PHOTO ID

3. • I lived from 1473 until 1543.

• I was born in Poland and studied in

Italy.

• I had a difficult time accepting the

teachings that the sun revolved

around the earth so I spent my life

mathematically proving that the

earth revolved around the sun.

• I wrote everything I found in a book,

but was afraid of persecution so I did

not publish it.  Later my friends

published it.

acilnosu

cceinoprsu

paste picture here

4. • I lived from 1571-1630.

• I was the first to correctly explain

planetary motion; thereby, becoming

founder of celestial mechanics and

the first "natural laws" in the modern

sense being universal, verifiable and

precise.

• I worked with Tycho Brahe.

• I was the first to formulate

eyeglasses designed for

nearsightedness and farsightedness.

• I was the first to describe real,

virtual, upright and inverted images

and magnification.

• I was the first to explain the

principles of how a telescope works.

• I was the first to discover and

describe the properties of total

internal reflection.

aehjnnos

eeklpr

paste picture here



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

# CLUES SCRAMBLED
NAME

PHOTO ID

5. • I lived from 1451 to 1506.

• I helped to make a new model of the

earth when, by chance, I  discovered

a new “world” by sailing west to

reach the Orient.

• Even though I was born an Italian,

the King and Queen of  Spain paid for

the voyage.

cehhioprrst

bclmosuu

paste picture here

6. • I was born in 1882 and lived until

1945.

• As a young man I dreamed of

traveling to Mars.

• I taught physics at Clark University.

• I worked on rocket propulsion,

guidance and fuel.

• Some people call me the “Father of

the  Space Age. ”  Others  refer to

me as the “Father of Modern Rocket

Propulsion.”

beorrt

adddgor

paste picture here

7. • I lived from 1912 to 1977.

• I was best known for my

development of the liquid-fuel rocket.

• I was responsible for development of

the Saturn V launch vehicle that was

used, with the Apollo spacecraft, in

the manned lunar landing program.

eehnrrw

nov abnru

paste picture here



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

# CLUES SCRAMBLED
NAME

PHOTO ID

8. • I lived from 1876 to 1955.

• I won the Nobel prize in 1921 for my

1905 work on the photoelectric

effect.

• I was very upset when my theories

were used to build atomic bombs.

• I moved to the United States from

Germany and taught Physics at

Princeton  University.

• My most famous equation is E=mc2.

abelrt

eeiinnst

paste picture here

9. • I am the Principal Investigator for

GRACE.

• My research interests focus on the

application on nonlinear parameter

estimation methods to determine

crustal motion, Earth rotation, the

Earth's geopotential, and ocean and

atmosphere circulations; as well as

the interactions between the

aforementioned systems.

bnory

aelpty

paste picture here

10 • I was born May 26, 1951.

• I once said, “Our future lies with

today’s kids and tomorrow’s space

exploration.”

• I joined NASA in 1977.

• I have a Ph.D. in astrophysics

• I have written four children’s books

about space.

• I was the first American woman in

space aboard Challenger (STS-7).

allsy

dier

paste picture here



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

# CLUES SCRAMBLED
NAME

PHOTO ID

11 • I am the Branch Chief of the

Gravitational Research NASA Branch.

• I study the importance of gravity on

skeletal growth and development.

• I work at Ames Research Center.

• I was either the Principal Investigator

or the Co-investigator in experiments

on five Russian unmanned biological

satellites.

• My laboratory developed a rodent

model for simulating certain aspects

of space flights.

eilmy

Emory-hlnoot

paste photo here



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

PHOTO IDs

        GALILEO GALILEI  SIR ISSAC NEWTON    NICOLAUS COPERNICUS

      JOHANNES KEPLER              CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS        ROBBERT GODDARD

   WERNHER VON BRAUN                  ALBERT EINSTEIN                        BYRON TAPLEY



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

      EMILY MOREY-HOLTON                      SALLY RIDE



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

ANSWER KEY
WHO IS THAT MYSTERY PERSON?

# LIFE CLUES SCRAMBLED
NAME

PHOTO ID

1. • I lived from 1564 to 1642.

• Spent most of my life in Pisa Italy.

• In 1609 I used mathematics and

technical skills to improve upon the

spyglass to build a telescope

• Because of my belief in a heliocentric,

sun-centered universe I was

sentenced to life imprisonment in

1633.

• I used an incline plane to study

gravity.

• I discovered that all mass regardless

of mass fall at the same rate.

aegillo

aegiill

GALILEO

GALILEI

2. • I lived from 1642 to 1727 in England.

• My father was a farmer and lord of a

minor manor.

• Held the Cambridge chair of

mathematics.

• I wrote laws about motion.

• I was the Warden of the Mint for

England and was knighted for

seriating the edges of coins.

• The snack food that bears my name

has nothing to do with me.

irs

aacis

ennotw

SIR ISSAC

NEWTON



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

# CLUES SCRAMBLED
NAME

PHOTO ID

3. • I lived from 1473 until 1543.

• I was born in Poland and studied in

Italy.

• I had a difficult time accepting the

teachings that the sun revolved

around the earth so I spent my life

mathematically proving that the

earth revolved around the sun.

• I wrote everything I found in a book,

but was afraid of persecution so I did

not publish it.  Later my friends

published it.

acilnosu

cceinoprsu

NICOLAUS

COPERNICUS

4. • I lived from 1571-1630.

• I was the first to correctly explain

planetary motion, thereby, becoming

founder of celestial mechanics and

the first "natural laws" in the modern

sense; being universal, verifiable,

precise.

• I worked with Tycho Brahe.

• I was the first to formulate eyeglass

designing for nearsightedness and

farsightedness;

• First to describe: real, virtual, upright

and inverted images and

magnification.

• First to explain the principles of how

a telescope works.

• First to discover and describe the

properties of total internal reflection.

aehjnnos

eeklpr

JOHANNES

KEPLER



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

# CLUES SCRAMBLED
NAME

PHOTO ID

5. • I lived from 1451 to 1506.

• I helped to make a new model of the

earth when by chance I  discovered a

new “world” by sailing west to reach

the Orient.

• Even though I was born an Italian the

King and Queen of Spain paid for the

voyage.

cehhioprrst

bclmosuu

CHRISTOPHER

COLUMBUS

6. • I was born in 1882 and lived until

1945.

• As a young man I dreamed of

traveling to Mars.

• I taught physics at Clark University.

• I worked on rocket propulsion,

guidance and fuel.

• Some people call me the “Father of

the  Space Age” and others  refer to

me as the “Father of Modern Rocket

Propulsion.”

beorrt

adddgor

ROBERT

GODDARD

7. • I lived from 1912 to 1977.

• I was best known for my

development of the liquid-fuel rocket.

• I was responsible for development of

the Saturn V launch vehicle that was

used, with the Apollo spacecraft, in

the manned lunar landing program.

eehnrrw

nov abnru

WERNHER

VON BRAUN



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

# CLUES SCRAMBLED
NAME

PHOTO ID

8. • I lived from 1876 to 1955.

• I won the Nobel prize in 1921 for my

1905 work on the photoelectric

effect.

• I was very upset when my theories

were used to build atomic bombs.

• I moved to the United States from

Germany and taught Physics at  the

University of Princeton.

• My most famous equation is E=mc2.

abelrt

eeiinnst

ALBERT

EINSTEIN

9. • I am the Principal Investigator for

GRACE.

• My research interests focus on the

application on nonlinear parameter

estimation methods to determine

crustal motion, Earth rotation, the

Earth's geopotential, and ocean and

atmosphere circulations; as well as

the interactions between the

aforementioned systems.

bnory

aelpty

BYRON

TAPLEY



                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

# CLUES SCRAMBLED
NAME

PHOTO ID

10 • I was born May 26, 1951.

• I once said, “Our future lies with

today’s kids and tomorrow’s space

exploration.”

• I joined NASA in 1977.

• I have a Ph.D. in astrophysics.

• I have written four children’s books

about space.

• I was the first American woman in

space aboard Challenger (STS-7).

allsy

dier

SALLY

RIDE

11 • I am the Branch Chief of the

Gravitational Research NASA Branch.

• I study the importance of gravity on

skeletal growth and development.

• I work at Ames Research Center.

• I was either the Principal Investigator

or the Co-investigator in experiments

on five Russian unmanned biological

satellites.

• My laboratory developed a rodent

model for simulating certain aspects

of space flights.

eilmy

Emory-

hlnoot

EMILY

MOREY-

HOLTON


